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Here you can find the menu of Obee's in Fort Collins. At the moment, there are 16 courses and drinks on the
card. You can inquire about changing offers via phone. What User likes about Obee's:

obeee’s has served good food as long as I remember! one of the only true delis in the foco that shaves the flesh
as they place it on their sandwich! also one of the only places in the foco they can get a 16"sub, which makes it
more economical if I share a 16 with my partner! since the pandemic obeee has an order at the front of the load
counter, no longer observe their support as they go the line like a traditional d... read more. The premises in the
restaurant are wheelchair accessible and can also be used with a wheelchair or physical limitations, Depending

on the weather conditions, you can also sit outside and eat. What User doesn't like about Obee's:
I have been coming here for years and used to love it. Since I had moved a few years ago right before COVID I
haven't been. Decided to stop in today and was pretty underwhelmed with the size of my sandwich. It seemed
fresh and came out quickly but my spicy Italian sub with no extras was $20 and was mostly bread. this used to
be the spot in town to get a huge heavy, delicious and fresh sub to be enjoyed for multiple m... read more. Are
you looking for sweet treats? In Obee's you will find divine desserts that will certainly fulfill your cravings, and
you can look forward to traditional Italian cuisine with classics like pizza and pasta. Here they also grill South

American fresh seafood, meat, as well as corn and rice, Additionally, you save time with the assortment of ready-
made delicacies, without affecting the enjoyment.
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Toas�
TOAST

Vegetarisch� Su�
ITALIAN SUB

Beilage� un� Sauce�
FRENCH DIP

Biscuit� an� Cookie�
COOKIE

Restauran� Categor�
DESSERT

ITALIAN

FRENCH

Ingredient� Use�
BUTTER

PEANUT BUTTER

MEAT

BEEF

�es� t�e� of dishe� ar�
bein� serve�

SANDWICH

BREAD

PANINI

TOSTADAS

ROAST BEEF
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